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In observance of the Christmas holidays, the Brother-usa.com will be available for Self Service and Online ordering only starts Thursday, December 24 at 3 pm Eastern Standard Time to Monday, December 28th. Please note that product shipping can also be delayed during this time. Brother Customer Service, Sales and Shipping will resume normal
business hours on Tuesday, December 29. This website or its third-party tools use cookies, necessary for its functioning and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more if your permission withdraws from all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, browsing this page,
clicking on a link or otherwise browsing, you agree to the use of cookies. Hello, I have a Brother cs6000i machine that started having problems this weekend when I was making a bunch of face masks of quilting to donate dust to my sister-in-law's NY hospital pediatric unit. The needle unit has moved forward and is strikingly the top of the needle plate
instead of the hole in the plate. I tried to repair it by moving through all the psyches, new needle, removing all tension and threading. Nothing worked. When I open the case, it moves through correctly. But go back to striking the top of the needle plate when put back. Since sewing workshops are not considered essential, I can't take it in. Does anyone have
the service manual they could share with me? How do you move the needle before/back? Thank you so much for your help! Does anyone have a service/repair manual for the Brother CS6000i? NOT the instruction manual, I have it. I'm not a beginner and need to make few adjustments I can't find by generally searching the internet. Can only find the service
manual on websites that require a credit card and look sketchy. Thank you! Page 2 7 comments
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